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Optimization-based Power and Energy Management
System in Shipboard Microgrid: A Review
Peilin Xie, Josep M. Guerrero, Sen Tan, Najmeh Bazmohammadi, Juan C. Vasquez, Mojtaba Mehrzadi, Yusuf
Al-Turki
Abstract—The increasing demands for reducing greenhouse
emissions and improving fuel efficiency of marine transportation
have presented opportunities for electric ships. Due to the
complexity of multiple power resources coordination, varied
propulsion loads, changeable economical and environmental
requirements, power/energy management system (PMS/EMS)
becomes essential in both designing and operational processes.
The existing literature on PMS/EMS can be categorized into rule-
based and optimization-based approaches. Compared to the rule-
based PMS/EMS, which relies heavily on human expertise, as well
as predefined strategies and priorities, the optimization-based
approaches can offer more efficient solutions and are more widely
used nowadays. This paper provides a comprehensive review of
the marine optimization-based power/energy management system
and discusses the future trends of PMS/EMS in ship power
systems.
Index Terms—energy management, optimization, power man-
agement, review, shipboard power system.
I. INTRODUCTION
TRANSPORTATION industry is currently the foundationof the national economy. Marine transportation takes 80%
of the world’s trade. Currently, diesel generators are still the
major power source for all maritime applications. Due to the
widespread use of fossil fuels, marine fleet becomes a large
contributor to greenhouse gasses (GHGs) and other emissions.
As a result, there is a growing interest towards improving
fuel efficiency and reducing the environmental footprint of the
marine vessels [1]. The use of highly fuel-efficiency power
sources such as fuel cells, and renewable energy sources
(RESs) such as wind, and solar energy would be opportunities
to solve that problem. However, the presence of pulse loads,
such as radars, sonars, and electromagnetic (EM) weapons
may exceed the ship’s rated generation capacity, leading to
unstable operation. The use of energy storage system (ESS)
can increase the flexibility in power allocation among the hy-
brid power sources, offering the potential to improve efficiency
and reduce emission during ship operations [2], [3]. Therefore,
future ship power systems have a tendency to hybrid power
ships, which include traditional gensets and various new
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of PMS/EMS integrated SPS
equipment, such as, alternative energy sources, fuel cell, gas
capture system, ESSs, and so on. However, issues arise when
different types of energy sources work together. The complex
power flow condition, the requirement of coordination between
multiple energy resources, and the potential in improving fuel
efficiency and reducing total costs make the PMS a necessity.
PMS refers to a group of functions, scheduling algorithms, and
control methods. It determines the distribution of the power
demanded between different energy sources to promise contin-
uous power supply for complex load conditions and to ensure a
cost-effective, environmentally friendly, and reliable integrated
energy system with high efficiency. Furthermore, motivated by
the need for achieving a flexible shipboard arrangement and
meeting the future on-board power demand, future ships will
trend towards all-electric ships (AES). The electrification of
ships, especially for the propulsion electrification, has enlarged
the total capacity of the hybrid shipboard power system (SPS)
and thus provides a foundation for PMS to determine the
ship economic and environmental behaviors, which further
complicate PMS but also facilitate the study of it.
Fig. 1 gives the overall structure of the SPS integrated
with a PMS/EMS. An SPS is typically powered by hybrid
power sources, which consist of traditional gensets (diesel
generators), RESs (PV panel, wind turbine, sea wave energy),
fuel cells, and ESSs (batteries, fly wheels, UCs). And the
electrical loads of it have the characteristics of high dynamics,
periodicity, uncertainty, and high dependence on the marine
environment, which consists of propulsion load, ship service
load, and pulsed load. The PMS/EMS acts as a coordinator
between the ship loads and power sources. Besides, An
SPS also includes electronic converters, transmission network,
communication lines, and so on.
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An SPS can be considered as a typical mobile microgrid that
usually operates in islanded mode when the ship is at sea and
in grid-connected mode when it arrives to the seaport. There-
fore, ship microgrids show some resemblances to terrestrial
microgrids such as the network architecture and increased use
of power electronic converters. Strategies developed for terres-
trial microgrids can be extended for maritime microgrids as
well [4], such as droop control, virtual synchronous generators
[5], or other controller developed for electrical converters [6]–
[9]. However, specific characteristics and challenges exist for
SPSs, such as the presence of high dynamic loads (planned
or unexpected pulse loads, large share of propulsion loads,
fluctuated loads from the sea), the requirement of economical
and environmental power sharing between the onboard gensets
and ESSs, the various operating scenarios (regular cruising,
full-speed sailing, docking, loading/unloading, and anchoring,
etc.), and limited ship space for energy facilities installation.
All these require further studies of PMS/EMS for maritime
microgrids.
Although a large number of reviews on SPSs can be found in
the literature, the existing articles mostly emphasize on hybrid
renewable energy systems [10], electric propulsion systems
[2], SPS architectures [4], [11], [12], SPS stability and power
quality [12], [13], control technologies [4], [13], as well as the
coordination between SPS and seaport microgrids [14]. Rare
of them focuses on a detailed overview of the PMS strategies
[4], [11]–[13]. It is worth mentioning that, apart from PMS,
many research works focus on energy management system
(EMS). The main difference between a PMS and an EMS is
that a PMS deals with the instantaneous power flow, while an
EMS focuses on the utilization and planning of energy sources
during a certain time period and is always integrated with the
future predictions and estimations systems. The targets of PMS
are mainly about the enhancement of electrical reliability or
availability, and EMS is more related to cost-saving and energy
efficiency. However, usually there is not a clear line between
PMS and EMS. In some cases, different terminologies are used
for the same control system. Therefore, this review does not
make a detailed distinction between EMS and PMS.
The existing PMS strategies of SPSs can be generally
classified into optimization-based [15]–[18] and rule-based
[19]–[24] methods. The rule-based strategies rely on human
expertise, predefined strategies, and priorities [25], which are
easier for implementation, and do not require high computation
efforts. However, it may not achieve an optimal solution.
Furthermore, they may require significant tuning efforts and
may change significantly for each topology [26]–[28]. On the
contrary, the optimization-based strategies rely on analytical
or numerical optimization algorithms which can give optimal
or sub-optimal solution [29], and have drawn much atten-
tion from researchers. Currently, a lot of research works on
optimization-based PMS/EMS have appeared. In this paper, we
provide an extensive review of PMS/EMS in SPSs, focusing
on optimization-based strategies especially.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, the
overall targets and constraints used in the shipboard power
management strategies are summarized. In section III and
section IV, we discuss the global planning based and real-time
optimization based PMS approaches respectively and several
significant methods are briefly studied. Conclusion and future
trends are presented in section V.
II. OPTIMIZATION-BASED PMS APPROACHES
An optimization problem refers to finding the minimum
of a cost function with consideration of several constraints.
Hence, it requires computational resources and data gathered
from the whole power system to have a global view of
the entire process. In this section, the optimization problem
formulation will be discussed by introducing its two essential
parts: objectives and constraints.
A. Objectives
For any optimization methods, an objective function must
be defined, which usually takes into account environmental,
technical, and economic aspects. The existing literature for the
PMS/EMS problem of SPSs are mainly focused on the optimal
design of power plants and optimal power/energy scheduling
and can be classified into the following problems:
o1. Fuel consumption minimization: Due to the widespread
use of fossil fuels, the efficiency of diesel marine vessels has
been one of the major concerns. In ship power generation, the
fuel consumption typically includes two parts, for generation
(FCdg) and for start-up (FCst) [30],
FC = FCdg + FCst (1)
Start-up cost is generally considered as a constant value and
only dependent on the on/off status of the generator, and
sometimes ignored in some literature. While generation cost






(stij · SFOC(Pij , nij) · Pij ·∆Tj) (2)
where T is the generator operating time; Ndg is the number of
diesel generators; stij is the switching status of the generator,
using two-bit representation, 0 (switch-off) and 1 (switch-
on); SFOC is the specific fuel consumption (grFuel/MWh),
decided by engine output power Pij , and for variable-speed
diesel generator, it is also affected by engine speed nij .
From Eq. 2, it can be learned that for the purpose of
minimizing the fuel consumption, diesel generators are en-
couraged to work at their optimal fuel efficiency point, which
can be achieved by an appropriate adjustment of generator
output power, engine speed, and switching status. Besides,
due to the utilization of ESSs, it provides more opportunities,
and challenges as well, for the flexible operation and optimal
control of diesel generators in improving fuel efficiency.
It is also worth to be noted that, the fuel cell is another fuel
consumer, attracting growing interests because of its advan-
tages in high efficiency, small in size, and low environmental
impact [33] and is usually used in hybrid with ESSs. To
enhance the fuel cell efficiency, optimal power split between
the hybrid power sources is the key point and has been studied
a lot in vehicle area but few on marine applications [33], [34].
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o2. Environmental footprint reduction: Reducing environ-
mental footprint generally refers to reduce GHG emission [31],
which is commonly assumed to be proportional to the fuel con-
sumption and usually measured in grams of CO2 per kWh of
the consumed electricity. The conversion factor between fuel
consumption and CO2 emission can be found in the guidebook
given by International Maritime Organization (IMO) [35]. And
according to the IMO policy, energy efficiency design indicator
(EEDI) and energy efficiency operation indicator (EEOI) are
two key indicators that are commonly used to define ship GHG
emissions during its lifetime operation. It should be noted that,
due to the drawback of considering only one operation point,
EEDI can not accurately account the GHG emissions during
ship lifetime, which makes EEOI more widely applied in ship
PMS/EMS designing.
EEOI is the ratio of CO2 mass emitted per unit of transport
work, representing ship operational efficiency indirectly. And






where k is the fuel type; FCk is the mass of consumed fuel;
CFk is the conversion factor transferring fuel mass to CO2
mass; mcargo is cargo tonnes and D is the distance in nautical
miles.
Eq. 3 maintains a good balance between ship operational
efficiency and GHG emission. To improve the ship operational
efficiency, several factors can be optimized, for example, ship
routing and scheduling, vessel speed, generator operation time,
and the trade-off between carbon emission and investment
cost.
o3. Economic investment minimization: It refers to the
financial expenditures associated with the management of
energy, which mainly includes operation costs and invest-
ment costs. Ship operation costs are the expenses for run-
ning gensets, ESSs, or other assets, consisting of fuel cost,
maintenance cost, start-up/shut-down cost, etc.. Generally, it
is estimated as functions of the produced power (electrical,
thermal or cooling), running time, on-line gensets numbers,
and capacity. Ship investment costs are composed of the
installation and replacement of the ESS, typically decided by
economic specific values, installed size, capacity, and life-span
of gensets.
For the purpose of evaluating the system cost, most literature
simply uses net present cost which is the total sum of the
capital cost including all the operation and investment costs.
Such method can effectively evaluate the economic cost during
a certain period of time in a simple way. However, we remark
that in a long time horizon, the annualized cost of the system
(representing the summation of the system capital cost per
annum) and life cycle cost (representing the summation of
all one-time and recurring costs during the useful lifespan)
are necessary [36]. And considering different types of ESS
technologies, it is particularly important to assess the cost of
the storage subsystem per unit energy stored over the lifetime
of the storage. In this way, it provides a fair comparison
for the different capital costs and lifetimes of various ESS
technologies [37].
o4. Ship equipment weight and size optimization: The
optimal equipment (ESS, DGs, engines, carbon capture sys-
tem, etc.) sizes help to reduce footprint and improve SPS’s
survivability, and quality of service with a possible minimum
investment cost. The problem of finding the optimal size of an
energy equipment requires optimal scheduling and dispatch for
the whole power generation system and is always formulated
as a cost minimization problem. It involves a large number of
variables, parameters, and specific information, for example,
the energy supplied, the on/off time period of gensets, the
number of charging and discharging cycles, the SOC status of
ESS, the ship efficiency factor EEOI , the foot space, the fuel
oil consumption costs, as well as the input information such
as load information, ship operating conditions, ship cruising
and voyage times.
It should be mentioned that, typically, ship sizing problem
is formulated in conjunction with other objectives, such as
minimization of GHG emission, total cost or footprints, etc.
Due to the inherent conflict between them, the trade-off
between the multi-objective has to be addressed carefully
with respect to ship load conditions, electrical and mechanical
constraints [38].
o5. Maximization of the endurance of navigation: It refers
to increase the cruising capacity of the ship, which mainly
depends on the battery state of charge and the remaining
fuel volume of the diesel engines [39]. However, not much
literature has been found in solving this problem.
It is worth to be noted that, instead of considering only one
objective, multi-objective optimization has been drawing much
attention by considering many conflicting objectives while
taking into account their priorities. For example, o2 and o3,
o3 and o4, o1 and o5 are commonly considered as conflicting
and have been investigated in many studies.
B. Constraints
In many practical problems, design variables must satisfy
certain specified electrical or physical requirements and so
may not take arbitrary values. These restrictions are referred
to as design constraints and are key to ensure system stability
and safety. The most common constraints are listed below.
c1. Power and energy balance: Generally, ship electric loads
comprise of propulsion loads Lprop, service loads Lservice,
auxiliary load Lauxi, and pulse loads Lpulse from high power
mission. The total output power of ship power resources (DGs,
ESS, fuel cell, RESs, etc.) should meet the electrical loads at
any time interval. So it is formulated as an equality constraint:
Ndg∑
i=1
stij ·Pij+PESS,j = Lservice+Lprop+Lpulse+Lauxi (4)
c2. Restraints for power quality: It refers to the maintenance
of the voltage and frequency stability of the electrical power
system. To ensure stable operation, voltage and frequency
variations should be limited. Commonly, the voltage variation
is limited under ±5% and the frequency variation is no higher
than ±3%.
c3. Restraints of power plants: To avoid unsafety and me-
chanical damages, restraints on generators must be addressed,
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such as generator loading constraints, generator ramp rate
constraint, generator operation and out of operation time
constraints. To avoid system blackout, the maximum allowable
continuous loading of the generators should be defined. Similar
constraints also hold for other types of power resources
(RESs, fuel cell, etc.). In addition, to compensate for power
shortages or frequency drops within a given period of time, one
necessary way is to keep active spinning reserves capacity at a
certain level, mainly by maintaining the total unused capacities
of DGs and the ESS.
c4. Restraints of ESS: It mainly refers to the limits of
ESS energy capacity, charging and discharging power, current
state of charge (SOC), and the maximum depth of discharge
(DoDmax), formulated as inequality constraints.
c5. Environmental constraints: GHG emissions should be
monitored on-line and kept below a certain upper limit.
According to IMO, EEDI and EEOI require a minimum energy
efficiency level (CO2 emissions) for different ship type, size
segments, voyage, and transport mode. Specific data can be
found in [40].
c6. Ship voyage constraints: Including ship speed constraint,
which should be bounded in a specific region; limits of total
traveled distance, which should be almost equal to the total
route distance at the end of optimization process and is always
represented by the deviation of the actual traveled distance
from the scheduled one; limits on the quantity carried by the
ships and so on.
c7. Constraints for the auxiliary system: For example, heat
balance, limitation of heat losses and temperature.
After searching the relevant literature on shipboard
optimization-based PMS/EMS since 2016, the ratios of these
constraints and research objectives are summarized in Fig. 2
and Tab. I, respectively. Concluded from Fig. 2 that, the power
balance constraint is the most important one with the highest
priority regardless of the optimization objectives, followed by
restraints for onboard gensets and ESSs. These ensure the
stable operation of the whole power system. Although there
is no mandatory policy requirement for the GHG emissions,
we can see that a large number of papers voluntarily take
into account the constraint of ship efficiency factors in the
context of maintaining normal marine navigation. These afore-
mentioned constraints broadly cover several aspects of the
study and provide a general direction to guide future research.
The specific constraints used in each study depend on the
researchers’ goals and working conditions.
This section reviewed the general optimization objectives
and constraints used in the previous studies. To solve the
power/energy management problem, optimization techniques
are reviewed in the next two sections. The general classifi-
cation principle in this paper is whether the method requires
entire system information, has the ability to acquire the opti-
mal solution, and can be applied in real-time or not. From this
perspective, the optimization-basde PMS/EMS are categorized
into global planning methods and real-time methods.
III. GLOBAL PLANNING
Global planning strategies minimize the cost functions using
the knowledge of future and past information while consider-
ing the aforementioned objectives. Tab. I gives a summary of
Fig. 2. Ratios of various constraints
TABLE I
OBJECTIVES CONSIDERED IN SHIPBOARD PMS/EMS LITERATURE.
Objectives References
o1 [30], [32], [33], [39], [41]–[53]
o2 [15], [30], [32], [39], [41], [46], [51]–[64]
o3 [15], [32], [44], [50], [54]–[59], [61], [63]–[78]
o4 [16], [45], [47], [60], [62], [67], [68], [71]–[73], [79]–[85]
o5 [39]
recent studies categorized by PMS/EMS objective functions
while Tab. II presents an overview of the commonly used op-
timization methods. Nowadays, there exist many optimization
methodologies falling into this category. They can be generally
classified into the classical optimization methods and heuristic
algorithms based methods.
A. Classical optimization methods
Classical optimization methods take advantage of the analyt-
ical properties of the problem to generate a sequence of points
that converge to a global optimal solution. Dynamic program-
ming, linear programming, and mixed-integer programming
fall into this category.
a) Dynamic Programming: Dynamic Programming (DP)
is one of the most efficient mathematical techniques, capable
of solving multiple optimization problems, and can always
generate the most fuel-efficient results while dealing with other
energy management problems. It systematically evaluates a
large number of possible decisions in a multi-step problem,
and make a wise decision in each step, minimizing the total
cost for all decisions made. DP requires a mathematical
model where decision variables, parameters, and constraints
are clearly defined, and the whole power demand is known as
a prior. With the assumption that the ship load forecasting is
available, [30] uses DP to solve the optimization problem in
its demand-side optimal power management system. By doing
that, reduction in the operation cost and GHG emission can
be achieved. However, ESSs and investment capital are not
considered. Considering the computing complexity induced by
energy storage and propulsion power adjustment means, [41]
separates the optimization problem into three stages and uses
DP to deal with the first two stages. The same assumption
about the ship load is made in [41]. It should be noted
that although DP can handle these complicated problems in
some cases, it may cost huge computation efforts and may
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF GLOBAL PLANNING BASED PMS/EMS REFERENCES IN SPSS
Global Planning References
Dynamic programming [16], [30], [41], [54], [79]
Linear programming [80]
Nonlinear programming [32]
Mixed integer linear programming [55], [64]
Mixed integer nonlinear programming [32], [42], [52], [53], [56], [65]–[69], [78], [81], [82]
Interval optimization method [70]
Augmented yita-constraint method [71]
Classical Optimization Methods
Adaptive-multi-clustering algorithm [57]
Genetic algorithm [43], [44], [72], [83]
NSGA-II [15], [39], [45]–[47], [58]–[60], [73]
Particle swarm optimization [48]–[50], [61]–[63], [74], [84], [85]
Improved Sine Cosine Algorithm (ISCA) [75]
Whale Optimization Algorithm [76]
Salp swarm algorithm [33]
Differential evolution [77]
Heuristic Methods
Grey wolf optimization [51]
fail to deal with the situation when there are time coupling
constraints, such as the coupling startup state and running
state of devices [86]. It also requires prior knowledge of
the ship power demand which is not always possible in real
applications. Thus, it is not normally suitable for real-time
control but can be used as a benchmark for improving other
strategies [87].
b) Linear and Nonlinear Programming: linear program-
ming (LP) is the most simple form of classical optimization
methods which captures the first-order effects of various
system parameters that should be optimized. LP has been
widely used in various engineering disciplines, such as flow
control, power management, and so on [88], [89]. However,
due to the complexity of the SPS and the nonlinear inherent of
it, LP is rarely used in the marine field and most of the works
are based on its derivative methods or nonlinear programming
(NLP) approaches.
To solve a nonlinear programming problem, one efficient
way is using linearization to transform it into a series of linear
problems [90]. For example in [32], a two-step multi-objective
optimization method for hybrid ESS management is estab-
lished with the aim of minimizing battery life cycle degra-
dation. And by applying the piecewise linearization, the NLP
problem is solved by Gurobi Optimizer. However, linearization
might result in increasing computational complexity or failure
in capturing dynamic responses, especially when the NLP
problems are sequential, parallel, or multi-objective. Due to the
quadratic relationships between system states, for example, the
fuel consumption of diesel generators can be approximately
represented by a quadratic function of produced power [78],
[91], and the quadratic cost functions in multi-objective opti-
mization, quadratic programming (QP), a particular and one of
the simple types of NLP, is the most commonly used algorithm
in real-application optimization problems. In addition, as a
particular case of convex optimization, algorithms such as the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) can solve
the QP problem with contradicting objectives [92].
c) Mixed Integer Programming: It is worth mentioning
that, in real-world applications, some or all of the variables are
constrained to be binaries or integers. Such problems are called
integer programming problems that can be categorized into
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) [65]–[67], [81] and
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) [56], [66],
[78].
The main reasons that result in a mix-integer problem are
the quantities that can only be integers, e.g. number of DGs,
and batteries [93], or the quantities that represent decisions,
e.g. switching status of the diesel generators, charging and
discharging of ESSs, or ship speed [66], [67], [69], [81], [82],
[84]. The objective function can be generally classified into a
single objective of minimizing the fuel cost [69], [93], overall
operation cost [66], [68], or finding the optimal selection,
sizing, and management of the ESS [67], [81], [82], [84], and
the multi-objective of optimizing the ship operating cost and
gas emissions simultaneously [32], [53], [55], [56], [64].
The most common ways to solve the NLP and MINLP
problems are either converting the problem into an LP problem
by using linearization methods or incorporating nonlinear
solvers such as GUROBI, CPLEX, and normal boundary
intersection method as used in [53].
d) Other methodologies: Apart from the aforementioned
optimization methods, there are many other methods that
can be used in the power management system of SPSs,
such as interval optimization methodology (IOM) [70]. The
classical algorithms can obtain the optimal solution within
the desired tolerance [94]. However, owing to the inherent
complexity, they may result in large computational efforts and
is considered to be NP-Hard in nature, especially for large-
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scale systems. As a result, researchers have to seek alternative
algorithms to make a satisfactory compromise between the
optimality of the solution and the computational burden. In
[68], for example, a meta-heuristics method is utilized to solve
the MINLP problem.
B. Heuristic Algorithm
The complexity of some optimization problems that cannot
be tackled by exact mathematical methods has suggested
using heuristic algorithms to explore more quickly the solu-
tion space, even finding a sub-optimal solution. In heuristic
optimization strategies, logical rules determine the operating
mode of the plant and the setting for the battery charging
and discharging system. However, it has to be noted that the
probability of finding the global solution decreases when the
problem size increase.
a) Genetic Algorithm: Genetic algorithm (GA) is a
search algorithm based on the mechanism of natural selection
and natural genetics, which dates back to earlier than 1975. GA
comprises three processes: selection, crossover, and mutation.
During these processes, parents with higher fitness values are
more likely to be chosen and the offsprings are more likely
to be similar to these parents. Hence, GA tends to converge
to sub-optimal solutions and cannot produce all potential
solutions. However, due to the advantages in solving complex
nonlinear optimization problems and promising more accurate
exploration of the solution space than other gradient-based
heuristic algorithms, GA has been widely used in SPSs. Some
examples are optimal sizing of generation system [83], power
demand prediction and allocation [43], [44], [72].
In other examples to solve multi-objective PMS problems,
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) has
been utilized because of its ability to maintain a good spread
of solutions and converge near the true Pareto-optimal set
[95]. As in [15], [47], [58], [59], conflicting objectives of
reducing GHG emission and overall operational cost are
considered. Some additional objectives which are included
in the cost function are optimizing ESS size, minimization
of fuel consumption [39], [45], [46], and minimization of
the overall mechanical losses [96]. In addition, to enhance
the performance of the local optimization of NSGA-II in
the population diversity preservation, an improved NSGA-II
algorithm was adopted in [39] by replacing the polynomial
variation with difference mutation operators.
b) Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm: Particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm’s precursor was a sim-
ulator of social behavior, that was used to visualize the
movement of a birds’ flock, first introduced in 1995. Since
then, several variants of PSO have been developed while incor-
porating concepts such as nearest-neighbor velocity matching
and acceleration by distance. Comparing to other heuristic
algorithms, PSO has the benefits of fast convergence, good
computational efficiency, and relatively robust operation in
locating global optima, while it can solve highly nonlinear
and complex problems.
Traditional PSO has been widely used to solve the opti-
mization problem in SPS. A PSO-based EMS is developed in
[48] to reduce fuel consumption by optimizing ship voyage
based on real operation profile. The performance of PSO is
affected by a set of parameters described as inertia weight and
acceleration factors. For the purpose of achieving a higher op-
timization performance, researchers have suggested to develop
a self-adaptive mechanism to tune these parameters along with
the algorithm iterations. For example in [61], a fuzzy-based
PSO is proposed to improve the computational efficiency
of the algorithm and tackle with antagonistic optimization
objectives. The proposed method can significantly reduce the
operation cost and footprint while satisfying the technical and
operational constraints of the ship. However, in some cases,
PSO suffers from immature convergence or entrapment to a
local solution. To deal with this issue, an advanced version of
PSO named particle swarm optimization of composite particle
(PSO-CP) was developed initially in [97] and used in [50],
[68]. Although PSO and its variants have been proven to be
effective and computationally efficient in many applications.
These methods might not be very efficient when applied to a
dynamic system. Thus, adaptive PSO which allows randomiz-
ing particles and dynamically changing parameters has been
introduced to compensate for this issue. In [74], an adaptive
multi-context cooperative co-evolving PSO is employed to
dispatch power flows with great electricity cost savings. PSO
can also be used to deal with the multi-objective optimization
problems along with sorting technique based on NSGA-II [15],
[47]. Optimal results can be picked up depending on the user’s
preferences.
c) Other methodologies: Apart from the above men-
tioned most commonly used algorithms, other methods relying
on heuristic algorithms have been used to solve the power
management optimization problems such as evolutionary al-
gorithm [98], differential evolution algorithm [77], Pareto
Concavity Elimination Transformation (PaCcET) [99], and
Grey wolf optimization [51].
C. Discussion
In general, classical optimization methods are suitable for
problems with small numbers of variables. The results ob-
tained can guarantee to be optimal and can be used as a
benchmark for other methods. Compared to classic optimiza-
tion methods, heuristic algorithms are most often employed
when approximate solutions are sufficient and exact solutions
are computationally expensive [100]. Generally, to ensure
the optimum and computational efficiency at the same time,
heuristic algorithms are usually supplemented with classic
algorithms.
IV. REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION
Although global planning strategies are capable of sorting
global optimum solutions, they may cost too much computa-
tional effort and require prior knowledge of entire ship routine
information, which makes it capable of designing, sizing,
voyage scheduling, and energy dispatch in early-stage manage-
ment, but unsuitable for real-time power management. Real-
time optimization (RTO) refers to the techniques which allow
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the continuous evaluation and manipulation of the process op-
erating conditions considering the most recent information to
minimize the desired cost function. The direct benefit of RTO
is providing the system with real-time optimized commands to
reach the desired operation following the currently available
information.
RTO strategies consist of equivalent consumption mini-
mization strategy (ECMS), model predictive control (MPC),
sequential function method (SFM), and so on. Tab. III gives a
summary of the literature on real-time PMS/EMS optimization
methodologies.
A. Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy
ECMS is the most well-known technique for instantaneous
optimization, which has been widely researched for land-
based vehicles and has proven to be effective in improving
fuel economy. Motivated by that, ECMS is investigated for
electrical ships recently. ECMS formulates a cost function
as a sum of the real fuel consumption and equivalent fuel
consumption related to the energy storage SOC variation. The
instantaneous minimization problem will be solved at each
instant only using arguments based on actual energy flow.
minC = Cf (t) + Cess(t) (5)




where Cf (t) represents the real fuel consumption. QLHV is
the fuel lower hearing value (energy content per unit of mass)
and considered as a constant. From Eq. 6, the equivalent fuel
consumption of ESS, Cess(t), depends on its output power,
Pess, and equivalence factor, ef . ef converts electrical power
consumption into fuel consumption and needs to be chosen
carefully.
In conventional ECMS, ef is assumed to be constant [87],
[101], [102]. Although this assumption will ease the real-time
implementation, it might fail to capture the real transformation
relationship and result in unsatisfactory performance. Adaptive
ECMS (A-ECMS) has been recently proposed to automatically
tune the ef according to the current or predictive informa-
tion, which in particular can be categorized into two groups
including adaptation based on driving cycle prediction [17],
[103] and adaptation based on driving pattern recognition. The
former predicts the future information to calculate the most
appropriate ef , while the latter assumes that ef are similar
for cycles with similar statistical properties and selects the
most suitable ef from the predefined set after defining the
driving pattern. For ships with fixed-cycle operational modes
and on a fixed sailing course, the latter will largely simplify
the optimization process and thus require less computational
space. However, most literature on driving pattern recognition
remaining concentrate on electric vehicles, relevant works on
SPS has yet to be published.
It should be noted that more accurate prior knowledge of the
marine load profile can guarantee better final results. Given the
full ship routine, ECMS has been shown effective in achieving
a good fuel efficiency that is close to the global optimal
solution from dynamic programming [104]. However, in cases
that the load profile is not a priori known, an accurate load
prediction system will be required to be integrated with ECMS
to achieve better results. Hence, there would be a trade-off
between the computational effort and the optimality of the
final solution, which makes ECMS a method that deserves
further research.
B. Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) is a promising optimal
control, which has been proven to be efficient and robust for
dynamic systems. It enables the PMS to look ahead as far
as the established prediction horizon and generate a future
sequence of control inputs (u(k), u(k+1), u(k+2), · · · , u(k+
Nc)), which optimizes a predefined cost function L, while
meeting all the electrical and physical constraints. Basic MPC
scheme takes the following procedure,
1) Measure the state x(k) of the system.






u(·) ∈ UN , (8)




g(x(k)) ≥ 0 (10)
where Np is the prediction horizon and Nc is the control
horizon.
3) Compute the control input value in the next sampling
period. MPC takes the form of receding horizon control
procedure, which means although the optimal trajectory
of the future control signal is completely described
within the moving horizon window, only the first sample
of the control inputs are utilized while neglecting the rest
of the samples.
The main advantage of MPC is that it optimizes the current
timeslot while taking future timeslots into account, which
makes it adapt well to the high dynamic system. To solve
the optimization problem at each control step, it is essential
to choose a proper method that balances the needs for fast
convergence and optimality of the results. Efficient numerical
algorithms have been proposed to address challenges in the
real-time implementation of MPC, such as NLP [105], and
LP [106]. Heuristic algorithms mentioned in section III can
be also used to solve optimization problems in MPC, such
as PSO [107], [108]. Since most optimization problems of
MPC are in quadratic form, quadratic programming becomes
the most commonly used method [18], [109]–[113]. Typi-
cally, sequential quadratic programming (SQP), an iterative
procedure, is the most well known gradient-based method that
has been found wide applications in MPC. SQP solves the
QP sub-problems and uses the solution to construct a new
iterate for every iteration [114]. To improve computational
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efficiency, integrated perturbation analysis and SQP (IPA-
SQP) approach has been utilized in [115]–[118]. IPA-SQP
achieves optimal solutions for each MPC sampling instant by
combining perturbation analysis (i.e., providing closed-form
solutions when some of the parameters are changed) together
with SPQ (i.e., achieving local optimality).
Apart from the traditional MPC method, advanced method-
ologies can be integrated with MPC for more precise load
prediction. To efficiently handle the uncertain pulse-power
load condition, integration of MPC with the auto regressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) model is one of the
effective methods for uncertain pulse load forecasting, which
largely improves the system overall performance under high
power pulsed load condition [119]. In order to estimate the
propulsion-load torque, [120] integrates adaptive parameter
identification approach with MPC to formulate an AMPC and
uses linear prediction for future load information prediction,
which achieves much better performance in terms of im-
proved system efficiency, enhanced reliability, improved thrust
production, and reduced mechanical wear and tear. Besides,
to improve the system stability in case of fault occurrence,
fault scenario-based MPC is developed in [121] to predict the
system states for fault-free operation.
It is worth to be noticed that, while MPC is suitable for
real-time control, a key drawback is the difficulty in making
a satisfactory balance between real-time computing efficiency
and ensuring long-term optimality. This motivates to seek for
alternative approaches, such as hierarchical control strategy
[122], [123], multi-agent system (MAS), artificial intelligence
algorithm [76], [124], sensitivity function method [125], re-
cursive searching algorithm [98], deploying improved solver,
and multi-core hardware [116].
C. Distributed Real-time PMS for Large-scale SPS
The aforementioned PMS strategy is in the centralized
arrangement. Thanks to the knowledge of the entire system,
it can converge to the global optimum solutions. However,
for large-scale ship power management, the centralized PMS
might impose a high computational burden and suffer from
single point failures, which allows the distributed PMS to
be further studied in large SPSs. In a distributed control
scheme, each energy source sends signals to the local con-
troller. Local controllers communicate with each other to make
appropriate decisions for global optimizing. In that case, it can
significantly reduce the computational burden on each local
controller without any risk of single point failure.
Although there has been a lot of researches in both energy
management and distributed control, the union of these two
ideas hasn’t reached too much fruition so far. The prior-art in
the distributed ship PMS mainly focuses on MAS, distributed
MPC (DMPC), and ADMM.
MAS is inspired by the biological phenomena, which aims
to achieve system objectives cooperatively that are difficult to
reach by a single agent or a centralized controller. By dividing
a single optimization problem into several sub-problems (i.e.,
being solved individually by every single agent), MAS tech-
nologies have great potential for real-time power management
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION-BASED PMS/EMS REFERENCES
IN SPS
Real-time References
ECMS [17], [87], [101]–[103], [132]
MPC [18], [61], [105]–[120], [133]–[140]




MAS [91], [126], [127]
ADMM [128]Distributed
DMPC [129], [130]
in large-scale systems. In [91], a distributed MAS-based PMS
is proposed for the optimal power-sharing with minimum
distribution losses and economic dispatch of resources. Mul-
tiple agents take part in the process of solving the MIQP
problem by solving a subset of the resulting search tree. In
[126], the optimization problem is solved by using a real-
time distributed PSO methodology for achieving the optimal
distributed power controllers’ parameters. In [127], a real-
time heterogeneous MAS-based load management strategy is
proposed to achieve dynamic generation and load balancing for
DC zonal SPSs. Artificial potential function is integrated into
the MAS framework to coordinate various electrical elements
to achieve group goals and improve the dynamic behavior of
the system.
Apart from the MAS, ADMM has been widely used in other
power system applications as it can break convex optimization
problems into smaller pieces, each of which is easier to
be handled. In the SPS, [128] develops a modified nested
EMS based on the ADMM to obtain the solution strategy
with contradicting objectives. [129] and [130] combine the
ADMM with MPC to formulate a DMPC for real-time power
management. DMPC can not only inherit the advantage of
explicit accommodating of constraints and good optimization
performance but also has the advantages of a distributed
framework, namely flexibility and error tolerance, which can
support plug-and-play operation.
Although there has been a small amount of research working
on the distributed PMS for the SPSs, especially for ships
on zonal electrical distribution (ZED), most studies remain
focused on centralized power management strategies. Current
studies on distributed ship PMS mainly concentrate on the
maximum load supplement with limited energy capacity [127],
[130], [131], maintaining a high SOC of ESSs [129] and
reducing the system operational cost [91], [92], [130]. Little of
them considers the factors that have been studied a lot in the
centralized SPS, such as the GHG emission, the uncertainties
brought by sensor failure or environmental variation, and
the negative effects from pulsed loads and fluctuated loads.
However, with the emerging of ZED systems, ZED-based
SPSs are drawing more interest because of their advantages in
lower acquisition costs, lower weight, and better operational
flexibility. This will motivate further research and application
of distributed PMSs.
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Fig. 3. Recommendations to future PMS/EMS
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE TRENDS
A. Conclusion
The increasing of global environmental concerns has
boosted the development of the electrical ships. In that
case, there is an urgent to improve the power/energy man-
agement system performance in terms of energy-saving,
environmentally-friendly, safe, and economic operation.
In this paper, methods employed in the literature for
optimization-based shipboard power/energy management have
been reviewed. The main strategies of global planning based
PMS and real-time optimization based PMS for SPSs have
been discussed. It is clear that the former requires full knowl-
edge of the system information or accurate load prediction
to achieve the global optimum solution. It is more suitable
for early-stage designing, ship routine scheduling and energy
dispatch problems with considerations of designer’s control
targets and constraints. While the latter uses the instantaneous
measured data or short-term load forecasting results and pro-
vides real-time guidance for enhancing system performance.
Thus, it is capable of dealing with uncertainty, pulsed loads,
and long-term disturbances, and mainly used for real-time
power splitting, generator start/stop controlling. protection,
and etc.. Apart from centralized PMS, distributed PMS is
gaining more interest because of the safety and computational
efficiency requirements for large-scale SPSs.
B. Potential Research Trends
In the future, works recommended to improve the perfor-
mance of PMS/EMS in SPSs are listed in the following. The
suggested studies are exhibited in Fig. 3 to build a future
EMS/PMS structure:
1) Given the limited computational capacities and the re-
quirement of real-time scheduling for the shipboard
PMS/EMS, it is recommended that the measures of
complexity and flexibility should be included in the
PMS/EMS. Thus, it can provide a fair comparison of the
trade-off between optimal scheduling and computational
considerations.
2) The uncertainties imposed by RESs, propulsion loads,
variable sea conditions and communication failures
might result in large deviation of the forecast data and
increase complexity of the energy management systems.
As a result, a robust energy management method com-
bining the real-time control strategy with the forecasting
method is necessary to provide good performance even
when the forecast data deviates significantly from the
real values [141].
3) Only a few studies have been conducted on the ship-
board distributed PMS in previous literature. Most stud-
ies focus on the centralized arrangement. Therefore,
many challenges should be resolved, such as system
uncertainties, communication delays, and the trade-off
between computational efficiency and system complex-
ity.
4) Future EMS/PMS should have the capability of tackling
not only the ship operational issues but also offering
comfortable service to customers. Human intention feed-
forward control is recommended to be integrated into
the PMS [142], so that on-demand monitoring and
customers commands could be allowed to more actively
interact with power/energy management.
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